INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his/her approved.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his/her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:
    * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & Seat No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'.
    # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
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    * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details ( i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No. ) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'
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2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his/her approved
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    * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details ( i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No. ) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'
    
    # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one ) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his / her approved

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his / her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS :
    * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'
    # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his/her approved

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his/her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:
    * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submit correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'.

# Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his/her approved.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his/her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:
    * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'
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INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his/her approved signature.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his/her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:

   * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'.

   # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his/her approved.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his/her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:
    * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'.
    # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAP" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
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INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his / her approved.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his / her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:
    * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'.
    
    # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one ) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his / her approved.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his / her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:
    * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details ( i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No. ) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'.
    
    # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his/her approved.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his/her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:

    * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'.

    # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
### INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one ) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license,Photo PAN card,Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his / her approved

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his / her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS :

    * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details ( i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No. ) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'

    # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one ) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license,Photo PAN card,Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his / her approved

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his / her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS :
   * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'

# Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his / her approved

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his / her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:

   * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'

   # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his/her approved

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his/her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:

    * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submit correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'.

    # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his/her approved.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his/her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:
   * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'.
   # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one ) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his / her approved hand.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his / her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:
    * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details ( i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No. ) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'

    # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
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INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one ) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license,Photo PAN card,Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his / her approved

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his / her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS :
* Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details ( i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No. ) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'

# Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his/her approved.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his/her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:
   * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'.

   # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAP" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one ) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license,Photo PAN card,Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his / her approved.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his / her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS :
   * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details ( i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No. ) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'

# Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his/her approved signature available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL' if Month in number, year & SEAT No. is incorrect.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his/her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:
   * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'

# Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his / her approved signature.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his / her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:

    * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'.

    # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one ) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license,Photo PAN card,Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his / her approved

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his / her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS :

    * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details ( i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No. ) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'

    # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one ) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license,Photo PAN card,Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his / her approved.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his / her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS :
    * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details ( i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No. ) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'

    # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one ) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card,Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his / her approved.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his / her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS :
    *
     * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details ( i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No. ) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'

    # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.

81097 - 0103
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one ) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his / her approved

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his / her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS :
   * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details ( i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No. ) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'

   # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his/her approved signature.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his/her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:
   * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submit correct pre-condition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct pre-condition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'.
   
   # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one ) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license,Photo PAN card,Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his / her approved.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his / her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS :
   * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details ( i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No. ) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'

   # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one ) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license,Photo PAN card,Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his / her approved

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his / her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS :

   * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL' 

   # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his/her approved.

8. REMARKS:

   * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'.

   # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his/her approved.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his/her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:
    * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'.

    # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one ) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license,Photo PAN card,Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his / her approved

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his / her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS :
    * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details ( i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No. ) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'.

    # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one ) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license,Photo PAN card,Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his / her approved

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his / her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS :
   * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details ( i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No. ) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'

# Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
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2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his/her approved signature.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his/her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:
   * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & Seat No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as ‘FAIL’

   # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.

81097 - 0106
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his/ her approved.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his/ her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:
    * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'.

    # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his/her approved.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his/her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:
    * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'.

    # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his / her approved.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his / her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS :
    * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'

    # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his/her approved.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his/her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:
   * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & Seat No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'
   
   # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his / her approved

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his / her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS :
   * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as ‘FAIL’

   # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his/her approved.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his/her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:
   * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as ‘FAIL’

   # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his/her approved

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his/her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:
   * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submit correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'.

   # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his / her approved.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his / her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS :

    * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'

    # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one ) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license,Photo PAN card,Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his / her approved

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his / her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS :
   * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details ( i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No. ) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'

# Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his/her approved signature and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his/her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:
    * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'.
    # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his/her approved

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his/her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:

   * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'

   # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his / her approved.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his / her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:
   * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as ‘FAIL’

   # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
G.C.C. EXAMINATION - JANUARY 2017

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his/her approved.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his/her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:

    * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'.

    # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his/her approved.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his/her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:
    * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as ‘FAIL’

    # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his/her approved.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his/her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:
    * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'.
    # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his/her approved.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his/her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:
   * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'

   # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAP" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his/her approved.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his/her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:
   * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'.
   # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his/her approved.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his/her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:
    * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'.
    # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his/her approved signature of the Centre Conductors.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his/her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:
    * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'.

   # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his/her approved signatures.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his/her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:
   * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'

# Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAP" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
CANDIDATE'S NAME : BHISE VISHAL VANKETRAO

INSTITUTE CODE : 81097

CENTRE NO. : 8107

NAME OF THE CENTRE : Z.P. PRASHALA, NILANGA TAL NILANGA DIST LATUR

SUBJECT : ENGLISH T/W 40

BATCH : 501

DATE : THURSDAY 12/01/2017

TIME : 09:00 AM

SEAT NO. : 8107110680

HANDICAP : NO

SUB. CODE : 11

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his/her approved signature.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his/her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:

* Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'.

# Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his / her approved.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his / her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:
    * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'.
    
    # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his/her approved.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his/her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanction in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:
    * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submit correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'.

    # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his/her approved.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his/her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:
   * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'

   # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his/her approved.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his/her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:
    * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'  

    # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his/her approved.

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his/her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS:

    * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'

    # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one ) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license,Photo PAN card,Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his / her approved

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his / her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

10. REMARKS :
   * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details ( i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No. ) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'

   # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
CANDIDATE’S NAME: ANANTWAL AMIT BALAJI

INSTITUTE CODE: 81097

CENTRE NO.: 8107

NAME OF THE CENTRE: Z.P. PRASHALA, NILANGA TAL NILANGA DIST LATUR

SUBJECT: MARATHI T/W 40

BATCH: 501

DATE: THURSDAY 12/01/2017

TIME: 09:00 AM

SEAT NO.: 8107220714

HANDICAP: NO

SUBJECT CODE: 22

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one ) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license,Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his / her approved G.C.C. EXAMINATION - JANUARY 2017

8. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.

9. REMARKS:
   * Those having remark as "PRE-COND. DISQUALIFIED" printed on hall ticket, are required to submits correct precondition details (i.e. Month in number, year & SEAT No.) of required pre-condition subject to concern Institute. Link to update these details will be available to institute after examination. Candidate fail to provide correct precondition details will be disqualified for current exam and their result will be declared as 'FAIL'.

   # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.

81097 - 0133
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.
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INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your make machine and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his/her approved

8. The candidate should confirm from the examination centre about examination hall where his/her seat number is allotted one day prior to the commencement of the examination.

9. Batch change will not be sanctioned in any conditions.
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    # Those having remark as "PHYSICALLY HANDICAPED" should produce authorized certificate of PHYSICALLY HANDICAP to the centre conductor before commencement of examination.
INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CANDIDATE

1. Candidate must produce this Admission card at the time of the Examinations. Along with this card candidate must produce Identity card issued by Institute and proof of identity (any one) like Voters Identity card, Permanent driving license, Photo PAN card, Valid Indian passport, or Bank pass book with attested customer photograph and signature. Without this, candidate will not be allowed to appear for the Examination.

2. Write your machine make and other particulars in space provided on each page of answer sheet issued to you.

3. Do not write your name or in any way reveal your identity anywhere in answer sheet. Failure to follow this instruction will lead to cancellation of performance of the candidate.

4. Answer sheets issued to you whether written or typed or left blank by you must be returned to the supervisor when the final bell is rung.

5. A warning bell will be rung 10 minutes before the examination begins and the final bell at the close of each session of the Examination. Candidate must not leave their seats until the answer sheets are collected by the Supervisor.

6. Candidate will be expelled from the examination hall if:
   i. They try to communicate with other candidates.
   ii. They take away answer sheets.
   iii. They disobey any instruction issued by the conductor or supervisor.

7. If the matter written or types in the answer sheets is changed or any change made in the machine should be brought to the notice of the Chief Conductors immediately and his/her signature must be obtained wherever necessary with his/her approved G.C.C. EXAMINATION - JANUARY 2017
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